FORGED STEEL CLEVIS

Figure 276
Figure 276P

The Figure 276 is used to connect rod ends with structural steel welding lug plates or lugs welded to pipe. It provides a pivot point and adjustment. It can be supplied with a pin as Fig 276P.

Material: Forged Steel.


Ordering: Specify figure number, rod size, pin size, grip “G” and finish. For Metric applications specify M276 or M276P.

FORGED WELDLESS EYENUT

Figure 279
Figure 279L

The Figure 279 is used to connect rod ends with structural steel welded beam attachments or pipe clamps as a substitute for a welded eyerod. It provides a pivot point and adjustment. It can also be supplied tapped left hand as Fig 279L.

Material: Forged Steel.

Compliance: Federal Specification A-A-1192A Type 17, MSS-SP 69 Type 17, and BSPSS-BS3974.


Ordering: Specify figure number, rod size and finish. For Metric applications specify M279 or M279L.